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Abstract- Large numbers of mobile apps with similar functionality are coming into the market due to
the increasing use of mobile devices. Classifying these apps is useful to understand the user
preferences which can motivate the intelligent personalized services and also while selecting the
application. But turns out be a nontrivial task as limited information about the apps is directly
available. In this paper we have presented a method to classify the mobile apps using the information
collected from the various sources like information from apps name, search engine, contextual usage
history collected from the user’s usage record and also the permissions of the app. This will provide
us a secure and effective classification of the apps as most of these apps come from an unknown
vendor and so there is higher possibility of them being malicious.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Today the mobile devices have turned into a ubiquitous device, due to the evolution in technology
providing various facilities like camera, email, video calling access to social network, etc. As a result
large numbers of mobile apps, most of them having similar functionality are coming into the market.
Proper classification of these apps can help user in order to search the required app easily and also
give a proper mobile app usage analysis. This can motivate different intellectual services like app
recommendation, target advertising, user segmentation etc [1], is considered as a quite difficult task,
because for having a proper or effective classification we need to have detailed information about the
app. This is challenging task as the contextual information available about the app is very limited this
is because the words used for app name are very short and sparse.
Also it is found that the current security mechanism provided by android cannot detect such
malicious apps, as the security mechanism provided by android is in standalone fashion [2] i.e. the
user is supposed to make the decision about accepting app, by allowing the app to access the
resources requested after reading the permissions requested by that app, which is easily ignored by
the users. As a solution to these problems a system is being proposed a system that will provide an
effective classification of the mobile apps along with their risk score by using the enriched
information about the apps. The enriched information here consist of the information of the apps
obtained from various sources like name of the app, web based information, the real world
contextual features about the app and list permissions requested by the app at the time of installation,
providing us a more accurate and secure classification of the mobile apps.
II.

LITRETURE SURVEY

Our problem to automatically classify the mobile apps can also be considered as a problem to
classify the short and sparse text. Here we have considered the existing work done first with regards
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to the classification of the short and sparse texts and then the earlier work done for improving the
security of the android system.
2.1 Classification of Short and Sparse Text
X. H. Phan et al [3] presented a general framework to process the short and sparse text documents on
the web. They have focused mainly on the data sparseness and synonyms/hyponyms by exploiting
the hidden topics discovered from large scale external document collection; this helped to improve
the representation of the short and sparse text for the classification. Sahami and T.D. Heilman [4],
presented a similarity kernel function based approach for finding the similarity between the short text
and proved that there approach can effectively measure the similarity between short text snippets.
A.Z. Broder et al [5] proposed a methodology to classify these short queries using blind feedback
technique. Authors proved that their methodology yields higher classification for the queries with
help of the empirical evaluation performed. H. Ma, et al [6], proposed an approach which leverages
search snippets to build vector space for both app usage and categories and classify the app usage
records using the cosine space distance. H. Zhu, H et al [7] proposed an approach to classify the
mobile app by first exploited the web based features of the app from the web search engine, but as
the information obtained is limited they then also considered the explicit contextual information
obtained from the mobile users context-rich device logs.
2.2 Android Security
Applications before installation ask for the permissions to access some or the other kind of
information from user’s device. Unknown to the user these apps may get access to some sensitive
information present on the users device, which might be harmful to the user in case the malicious
apps uses this information for their beneficial purpose. In order to make the user aware about what
kind of data is being accessed by the apps they have installed, W.Enack et al [7], proposed one
tracking system for having a real time privacy monitoring on the smart phones that informs user
when the application is trying to send sensitive data from the phone. A.P. Felt et al [9] studied the
permissions the apps request at the time of installation and came to conclusion that most the apps
asked for large number of permissions, which they don’t even require for their processing. This
makes the apps more threatening as the attacker through these apps may try to get access to the
sensitive information of the user. Authors here have used the static analysis to determine the over
privileged apps, on a set of 940 applications and find that about one-third are over privileged. E.
Chin et al [10] conducted one user study to understand user’s perceptions of smart phone security
and installation habits. Where they found that the users don’t focus on the permissions at the time of
app browsing and installation, they mostly relay on the user rating and reviews while selecting the
app. B.P. Sarma et al, [11] investigated the feasibility of apps permissions with respect to their
category without considering the usefulness of the app.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the system architecture of proposed system, it consists of a mobile application for user
that provides user interface to the user and the whole app classification process is carried out at the
server end. First for classifying the mobile apps, the information is collected and exploited from
various sources like information from the labels (app name), web based features information
collected from the search engine; contextual features information collected from the mobile app used
by the volunteers specially designed for monitoring and storing this information at the server and the
list of permissions extracted from the manifest file of the apps. Based on these features the apps will
be classified using the machine learning technique. After the Classification results are obtained they
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are stored in the database. Administrator is present to manage the system. The process of
classification using theses different information is carried out in different phases as shown in the Fig.
2.

Fig.1 System Architecture

Fig.2 Block Diagram of Different Phases of the system

3.1 Phase 1: Feature extraction
In this phase features of the app will be extracted from different sources. Our system considers both
the explicit and implicit features of the app as explained below:
3.1.1Web based feature extraction:
Here the features extraction takes place with the information obtained from the web search engine.
Both the explicit and implicit features are obtained as explained below.
3.1.1.1 Explicit web based feature extraction:
Here the explicit features of the app will be extracted from web search engine. In simple words after
giving the name of the app to the system, it will extract the top results from the search engine to
place the app in the appropriate category. To achieve this goal vector space model will be used.
Which consist of the three steps, according to which first, one category profile dc will be build by
integrating all the M snippets retrieved for some app. Here the stop words will be removed and the
verbs and adjectives will be normalized Then in the second step normalized word vector will be
build for each app category ⃗ = dim [n] using the following formula [1]:
,
dim[ ] = ∑
(1 ≤ i ≤ n)
(1)
,

Where, freqi, c is the frequency of ith word in the category profile. Similarly, in the last step for each
snippet s retrieved for the app a we will build word vector , ⃗ and calculate the cosine distance
between
⃗ and
, ⃗. From the result obtained, we will consider the max similarity result and
assume that category to be the appropriate category for app a.
∗
= arg max Similarity (
⃗ )
(2)
, ⃗,
Then to confirm our result we calculate the general label confidence score by [1]:
( , )= ,
(3)
Where, Mc,a is the number of returned related search snippets of app a, whose category labels are c
after mapping.
3.1.1.2 Implicit web based features extraction:
Here the latent semantic meaning of the snippets retrieved will be considered giving us a more
refined result. This is because in the explicit feature selection the latent semantic meaning of the
words is not considered i.e. for example the words like ``play", ``game" and ``funny" are considered
as totally different while calculating the distance between the word vectors. But after considering
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their latent semantic they can be placed in the same semantic topic of ``entertainment". To
understand the latent semantic meaning we will use the latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) model.
Using this model we will build a category profile dc. Then for given app a top M result will be
retrieved and the words which do not match with category profile will be removed. Then KL
divergent will be used to map each snippet with the category. The formula for KL-Divergent is given
by [1]:
( | )
( ( | )|| ( | )) = ∑ ( | )
(4)
( | )
Where, z is the latent topic of the category. The category with the smallest KL-divergence is
selected. To confirm our result we then calculate the topic confidence score for the given category as
follows [1]:
( , )= ,
(5)
Where, Ta, c is the number of returned snippets of app a with respect to category label c. The topic
confidence score gives the confidence that app a is labelled as category c with respect to the latent
semantic topic.
3.1.2 Contextual Feature Extraction:
In this we consider the context feature of the app from real world context log. Here also we consider
the explicit and implicit features.
3.1.2.1 Explicit Contextual Feature :
Here the real world context information is collected from different user’s logs in terms of featurevalue pair. In simple words for an app belonging to some category we consider when the app is being
used and how many time it is being used. A context profile Ra is build by using these feature-value
pair, for each app. Similarly we also build a context profile for each category Rc, by combining the
context profiles of the pre-selected apps labeled with c. After that a vector is build for the app and
category and we calculate the cosine distance between the context vector of the app and context
vector of all the categories. At last the cosine distance calculated is arranged in descending order and
the one with max similarity is assumed as the category. The result is then confirmed by calculating
category rank distance given by [1]:
( , ) =
( )– 1
(6)
Where, Rk(c) is the rank of the category c, which is obtained by comparing the vector distance to app
a. Here smaller the distance more accurate is our selected category.
3.1.2.2 Implicit Contextual feature:
In implicit feedback the semantic meaning of the contextual feature-value pairs will be obtained from
the explicit contextual features available. Like for example feature-value pairs like “Time-span: 2
hours”, “age: 15-20” can be grouped together under the topic “trendy app”. To achieve this goal here
we category profile Rc is build using Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) on context model.
Accordingly, for a given app a, category profile Ra will be build using the historic logs database.
Then KL-Divergence will be calculated between each category and the app using the given formula
[1]
( | )
(P (z| Ra) || P (z | Rc))= ∑ k P (zk |Ra) ln ( |
(7)
From this the smallest KL-Distance is considered as the category for the app and finally, topical
Rank distance will be calculated to confirm the result. The topical rank distance is calculated by:
( , ) =
( )– 1
(8)
3.2 Phase 2: Training the Classifier
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After the extraction of the features, classifier will be trained to classify the app into its appropriate
category by combing these different features. From the different classifier present we have
considered the MaxEntropy classifier as it gives best results when the information available is sparse
and it is easy to incorporate different features using this classifier. For that we have used
MaxEntropy classifier which is calculated by the given formula:
P (c| d) = ( ) exp (∑
( , ))
(9)
Where, ( , ) is a feature, Z (d) is a normalizing factor and is a parameter to estimate.
3.3 Phase 3: Extracting Meta Information of the App
To make the classification of the system more effective and to improve the security issues of the
mobile apps, we use the Meta information of mobile apps i.e. the permissions used by the mobile
apps are considered. For this we extract the manifest file attached with each app, from this we get the
list permissions the app requests at the time of installation. Then using the rarity of the critical
permission we will calculate the risk of the app in a simple user-friendly manner.
3.4 Phase 4: Risk Score Based App Classification:
The earlier stage calculates the app category and risk score of an application. In this stage we provide
app classification based on risk score i.e. Apps in each category are ranked in decreasing order as per
the risk score. We can also have the comparison of the working of the two classifiers for
classification.
IV.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our system consists of web services and mobile application created using java, apache server and
android sdk in eclipse respectively. The mobile apps communicate with the web services using the
http protocol and the data transfer between them is carried out using JSON. The apk created for the
data collection will provide the information to the context based web service. The user app and the
user response web service communicate with each other, in which the user will get the analytical
result of the app requested by the user. Administrator is present to maintain the server system. All the
results obtained are stored in the database.
Data Sets:





Context Log: This dataset contains user specific app access information in the form <uid, app
name, access details>
App Category: We have created 2 level category set. The level-1 contains 9 category lists.
Each category is the subdivided in to level-2 categories. We have crated 26 such categories.
Permission Dataset: This data set contains level-2 category wise permission details. We
create this dataset programmatically. This can be recorded as: <catid, permission list >
List of Category keyword : this list contains category level-2 specific keyword list <catid,
keyword list>
V.
RESULTS

Using the dataset we have obtained the results for various apps belonging to the different category.
The result obtained using web based feature is shown in the fig. 3 along with its graph as shown in
fig.4. We have shown here the result for the angry bird game application. It shows with how much
accuracy the app belongs to the arcade category which is a sub category of game.
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Fig.3 Classification using Web based Feature
For Angry Bird app

Fig.4 Graph for Classification using Web based
Feature for Angry Bird app

CONCLUSION
We have classified the mobile apps by using the information obtained from different sources. We
have created multiple sub categories which are currently not available in the play store, giving us the
more accurate classification of the apps By using the permissions requested by the apps we calculate
the risk factor of the apps, informing the user the about how much risky the app will be; thus
improving the security concerns of the malicious apps in easy to understand manner. This will not
only help the user to select the proper app according to his requirements but also can be used for
various other purposes like target advertising, user segmentation for market analysis etc.
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